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ABSTRACT
An alnorithm for automatic intonation analysis is described. It is based on a tuvo-para-
meter"model õf weighted time-averaging wiih thresholdfor pitch perceptîon. This inodel
can be considèred as a non-linear filter. In a rtr$ stage speech is decomposed into short'
duration tonal segments using sholt-term energy. In a sècond stage these s_hort-du.ration
tones are analyzld using the numerical madel. A set ol short (static and dynamíc) tones
are then obtained, toge-ther with their (constant or tim¿'varyín|) pitches. Stylized FØ
contours are reconstrúcrcd ftom this set of tones. Stylízed contouis are resynthesized, and
give synthetic sentences which are perceptually identical with natural sentences.

INTRODUCTION
This oaner Dresents a numerical model of pitch perception for automatic intonation anal-
ysis. 'Airtoràatic intonation analysis is an ìmportant ðhatlenge for both fundamental and
ãpplied prosodic studies. FØ, ç it appears at the output of a pitch tracker,.is gelrc1allV
difñcultio interpret. A similar situatioñ is encounæredìn singing: although the melodyis
precisely indicaied in the vocal score, is precisely realized by the singer, and fu preciselY
äppreciáted by the audience, there is no hope to read the melody directly on FØ curves.
Pè'rceptual coistraints on melodic accuracy ãre more severe in siñging than in speech, but
in sinsins like in soeech. manv details ofFØ are not Derceived as significant variations,
and rñani other deìails are noi perceived at all. Cleârly, a quantitalive model of pitch
perception is needed in order to ñll the gap between the output of pitch trackers and the
ional decomposition described by linguistic analyses.

A quantiìative model of tonãl añalysis for French has been presented by Meræns
(1937). Both a linguistic description oÏ French intonation and a system for automatic
ìecoeáiúon of intonãtion have been developped. In the work by Houie ( 1990), qualitative
resuits on the influence of spectral changei õn intonation percèption have been prgpqsed,
and a system for automatic iecognition oT intonation in Swedish has been described, along
with an automatic FØ stvlization Drocedure.

Compared to these líorks, weìhall present herein a system using new psychoacoustic
data on ôitch perception for short tone3. Our experimeñtal data on pitch perception for
short-duiationtonei with chansing frequencv weie obtained in the context of a study on
vibrato tones in singing. Therð is-no róom liere to recall the experimental-conditîns of
this study, and theiea-der is refered to d'Alessandro & Castellengo (1993) fordetails.
We thinli ihat the model obtained for singing is fully applicable to intonation analysis in
speech, because: 1) the durations, extents and F@ patterns used in our experiments are
comparable to those observed in speech; 2) the psychological thresholds are probably
hishèr for soeech oerception than lior musical perception; 3) these thresholds are also
hiËher for sñort-toires iri isolation, compared to shorÎ+ones in context (see for instance
Tvatson & al. (1990).

TONAL SEGMENTATION
The main question in applying the results obtained for short tones to speech analysis is
that. aooarêntlv. soeech' is hol made of a succession of short tones. Neverthelesi, it is
senéra1fv acceóíed that a svllabic sesmentation takes place in prosodic perception (at least
Ior langúages iike Frenchl, and theiefore one can coisider tñat speech is pèrceived as a
successio¡rof tonal sesments related to svllables.

An extensive revlew of syllabic segmentation, particularly in French, is reported
in Mertens (1987): in this study the ségmentation-algorithms were mainly based on
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short-term energ¡ or-qq lgud¡ess. Another criterion for syllabic segmentation has been
p_ro-p9.{_ry Yl_rl* (,p90): *.r" so-called 'spec_rral consraÍnt hypottíesi.t.ñóue.tteìerr,
ln tne computer implementation described by House, it appeaitid that the sesmentatioi
component used intensity measurements in much the same way as Mertens. A-s far as we
tsoy:,no quantitarive psychoacoustic dataar.e yet available. to live some evidencè oñ op-
trmal threshold values. In our system, tonal decomposition is also based on ad-hoc eneg!+;'t,i\ !i"i'tdä"irtäi_þ.*r, is.decomposed.iito shorr-duration tonal,"g,n"nt ,"tf;lmodel ol short-tone perception can be introduced.

STATIC AND DYNAMIC TONES
In d'Alessando & castellengo_(19911, ttte pirch perceived for short vocal vibrato tones
!as!'een ryeasu¡ed using a mtthod of adjustinent.'The stimuli weié syntttetic îoîaitäì"r,
pJ9d.!:ed ry a lormanr¡ynthesizer. The pqrqmeters under study weie the tone duration,
the lrequ€ncy extent, the vibrato rate, and the nominal freque:ncy as a function of thé
fractional number of vibrato cvcles.

All the subjects nored thaífor sev€ral pauems it was possible to perceive a dynamic
tone (a glissando, or gliding tone), rather tñan a static tone.
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Figure l: Tones, FØ, stylízed FØ and short-terrn energy.

, A dynamic. tone is defined as a perceived tonal movement: the the FØ pattern (the
physical variation of the fundamental fIequency) results in a psychologicaliy Êüding tone
(or glissando). For a static tone, the FØ pättern results in a sinúe oitcñ neróõt.
_ A separate perception took p_lace fór the high and low p-arts of tËe vibiato cycles,
ror large lrequency extents or slow vibrato rates (long duiation). The same tv-oe of
phenomenon, was.pointed out by Nabelek & al. (1970t in their itudy on pitch õftone
bursts.with changingfrequencies. ourexperimentgl data on fused (statìc tonès) and sepa-
r.ated.(d.y-namic tones) pitch perception have been be consistently related to thé glissarido
threshold.
. . M4!y psychoacoustic and,psychophonetic data on the glissando threshold are avail-

aDIe. -une can nnd_an rnte-rpolation procedure and a unified view of these data was pre-
sented- in-'rrlart ald al. (1990). They studied the distribution of the glissando threshölds
published in the literature and they showed that the glissando threshol-ds where distributed
aroulp a curve @" (expressed in semi-Tonevseco-nd) which approximatélylatiifiãs ne
equauon:

log(G¡,) - -2.00 x log(?) - l.s3 (l)
where T is the duration of the tone. 'tHart et al. reporæd that more than 7s vo of the

data in the literature lie within a distance of a factor of two from Equation t, i-.e. wioin
the interval [log(G'") - log(2), log(Gr") + loe(2)], in the doubte to]arithmic scale. The
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fusion/separation situations observed in our experiments are.in good agreem-ent with the
nii.-J*ão'ttrtèrhold. The slissando rates in case of separation are in the 75 Vo inæmal
ilóñd rh" gtiiianOo threslold. In case of fusion, the-glissando rates are all below the

threshold.

Fø INTEGRATION
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Figure 2: Tones, FØ, stylized FØ and short-term energy'

It appeared in the experiments that the ñnal part of the tone had a larger w-eight on rhe

nitc'h'iudsement than the initial one. The expêrimental results also suggested that the FØ

õàriötär-;Ã;ãiime-áveraged, at leasr in.casê of fusion. A quantitativêmodel for such a

þrocess may be a time-avõrage of the FØ pattern viewed through a data window.A simple

model for tire data window ii a raised exþonential memory function. Let p(t) denote the

pitch perceived at time t, J the time-varying FØ function, beginning at time 0, and let o,
É be two constants, we have:

,at:ffffiffi Q)

ln Equation 2, the constant B accounts for time averaging, and the constant û accounts
for weighting of the past.

In tlhe caie of se-paration, the excitation pattems due to FØ extrema become -more
*"oarãted in tlme or i¡i frequency, and these extìema are perceived as independant auditory
evènh. It is reasonable to assuñre that if the glissando rate for a-given condition is larger
than the slissando threshold for the same condition, the amount ofconstant time-averaglng
.éoi"r"n-æ¿ bv 0 is reduced. It does mean that in the separation case, the pitchjudgement
àã'* "it 

iateiihto account the distant past. Therefore, Equation 2, with B : 0 is used

when the glissando rate exceeds the glissando threshold.
The fräe oarameters a and É havetreen estimated by minimizing the Root Mean Square

distance bet'iveen the model response and the experimental data. The optimal palameters

obtained were o = -22 and þ : 0.20. The palameter B can be interpreted as-the amount
õi t.""-t".. ti*e-averasins'(herc ß : 204ù. The parameter o rep-resents the speed of
ü;tãf thterponéntial-fuñciion. îhe bandwidth B of the correspõnding low pass filter
is: B: o,lr =-T.00Hz,anditstimeconstantis llB =0.l4s.Itsseemsthatthisoptimal
inìegratiorí time constani can be consistently relatêd to the auditory persistence.

APPLICATION
ftt" -oã"i orésented above was implemented in a computer program for tonal analysis.
ftti. nrãn-*fi contains several procedures : I ) pitch deteciion arid vbice/unvoiced decision'
Zj üãrt ione ¿ecomposition úsing short term energy. 3) glissando rate computation, and
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static/dynamþ tone decisþn. 4) for static tones, the perceived pitch value is computed,
according 

-to 
Equation 2. For dynaglic tones, two.values are computed, at the begínning

and end_of the _tone_, according to Equation 2 with B : 0. Thesè two targer valies are
linearly inærpolated.

This system was tested on a corpus of read French speech. It appeared that only
two broad types of tone were necessàry and sufûcient to äescribe the intonation (statió
tones, and unidirectional dynamic tones). In order to test this stylization procedure. we
synthesized the unprocessed and stylized tonal contours using LPC synthesís. The natural
and synthetic sentences were genèrally perceptually indistinguisha-ble. Errors occured
only_when the segmentatio-n procedure failed,(i.e.,the tonal decomposition was wrong).

Figure I shows the application of the tonal analysis to the senteñce 'tessez de fairõ du
bruit les enfants!" [sesedgferdybrpilezãfã1. Figurê 2 shows the senr€nce "ils sont partis
pour Paris" [ilsõpartipurpari]

CONCLUSION
Further work is needed in order to understånd the pitch of short tones. Particularly, no
quantitative data and no model are yet available fór describing the pitch of shon-íones
with joint time-varying energy and FØ pattems. Some work on glissando threshold in
context is also needed : the glissando thresholds used in this studv are Drobablv too
s,evere forcontinuous speech. It seems that the main problem remainé tonal (or syÍabic)
decomposition.

The study presented herein concerned French, which is sometimes described as a
"s-yllable-timed" language. For olr corpus of read French, it appeared that only two types
of short-tone patterns were sufficient: static tones and unidirectiônal dynamic tõnes. More
complex pattems might be encountered in other languages or dialects (for instance in some
dialects of popular French, rise+fall patterns can be found on a same syllable).

Our system describes intonation iñ terms ofa succession of perceptually relevant tones.
It provides q "tonal score" which can serve as a reliable basís for studyìng the melodic
structures of speech.
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